Modern Masonry Architectural Line (MMAL)

Polished
Innovation by ...

Polished Masonry has an easily visible 'aggregate'
grain and a significant depth of colour below
the brilliant surface. Its colour and aggregate
combinations have been carefully selected to create
luster and distinction. Available in all our standard
sizes as well as our large format.
Architects, designers and contractors have been
inspired to use Day & Campbell Modern Masonry
Architectural Line (MMAL) of products. Our
Polished Face Blocks are created to expose the
natural beauty of the aggregates oﬀering a
beautiful reflective finish similar to marble,
limestone or granite.
Each unit is manufactured to the highest standard
to meet and exceed the CSA 165 series 04
standards. These integrally coloured units resist
fading and will maintain their distinctive beauty
through the life cycle of the build with little or no
maintenance, in both interior and exterior
applications. MMAL products can be polished on
multiple faces and are available in a variety of
shapes and sizes.
We can even manufacture custom radiuses
including bullnosing and chamfering profiles
allowing the design professional freedom in
conveying ideas through use of versatile concrete
or light weight block.
MMAL products are ideal for LEED-based projects.

Benefits of Modern Masonry Architectural Line
(MMAL) blocks:
l Recycle & Environmental benefit: up to 50%
recycled glass cullet is available in the
manufacture of polished units and is sourced
from either the blue box program or recycled
facilities. The glass has not been modified from
its original state other than washing and
crushing, further reducing energy consumption
l With Day & Campbell patented technology,
units containing glass cullet are made and cured
in our autoclave units. The blocks are ready to
polish just 8 hours after manufacture which
helps keep your projects on time and within
budget
l Able to oﬀer up to 100% pre consumer material
and 42% post consumer material for LEED®
projects
l All concrete and light weight blocks in the
MMAL conform to CSA A165 series-04
l Polished units oﬀers low life cycle costs. The
high polished finish will last the life time of your
project
l Graﬃti can be removed easier due to the
polishing process which seals most pores on the
face of the block, allowing optimum design
options while balancing aesthetics and ease of
clean up to exterior large walls/spaces, when
necessary

l Sealer: Faceal Oleo HD is the only sealer
recommended for our products. The sealer
performs in a few diﬀerent ways, but ultimately
everything that it does leads to protection and
preservation of your assets value. It is an invisible
nanotechnology sealer, meaning that you cannot
tell that it has been applied. It is virtually invisible.
It does not change the water vapour diﬀusion
characteristics of the substrate (so it remains
breathable). It serves as protection against graﬃti,
water, oil and grease-based contamination. It also
helps facilitate the cleaning of and removal of
chewing gum, ice and algae. It is also very
resistant to mechanical abrasion further protecting
the finish. Faceal Oleo HD has very good self-

cleaning characteristics for exterior or shower
applications. The pollution cannot penetrate the
surface so the rain or shower water washes the
debris away. Faceal Oleo HD is non- reversible and
constitutes a so-called permanent graﬃti/
pollution protection system. It comes with a 10
year warranty. Contact us for more information.
l No VOCs from painting
l Most importantly, we oﬀer many standard colours
and aggregates i.e. granite, limestone & glass to
choose from or we can work on a custom design
and profile for your project.

Day & Campbell Modern Masonry Polished Face Stone Colour Options ...

Super White #201

Ash Grey #800

Sunlight Yellow #812

Ctirus Orchid #820

Sepia #804

Rustic Brown #806

Rosewood #811

Maple #809

Saddle Brown #808

Muskoka Crystal #805

Algonquin Crystal #801

Georgian Crystal #802

Crimson Red #814

Concrete Glass #000

Lightweight Glass #001

Cameo White #200

Concrete #000

Lightweight #001

Nutmeg #903

Tan #406

Hazelnut #904

Rocky Brown #408

Sandy Coral #902

Canola #302

Bamboo #202

Escarpment Grey #304

Charcoal #305

Ocean Black #901

